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Neighbourhood Development Plans
(Or known as - Neighbourhood Plans)

WHAT is an NDP?

•Document - maps and policies for land 
use and planning

•When it passes all stages of the process -
Statutory planning document 

•Shapes new development in a specified 
community

• Examples
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Neighbourhood Development Plan

•Owned by the Parish and Town Council

•Legal document

•Developed using volunteers who form a 
steering group

•About shaping the future of your 
community

•Not about stopping development
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Neighbourhood Development Plans

•Introduced through the 2011 Localism Act

•Government vision 

To allow communities to shape new 
development in their locality, deciding 
where new homes, businesses, parks, 
community buildings should go and what 
they  should look like.

‘Bottom up’ approach
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Neighbourhood Development Plans

•Other options for community led 
planning

CDS = Community Design Statements

Parish Plan

Parish Priorities
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Comparing approaches

Parish Plans

Community Design 

Statements

Neighbourhood Development 

Plans 



THE RULES
Neighbourhood Plans must..

•Have regard to the National Planning Policy 
Framework

•Be in general conformity with strategic policies 
in the development plan for the local area ie. 
SDC Local Plan

•Be compatible with EU obligations and human 
rights requirements – Communications Strategy

•Pass a) independent examination and b) a local 
referendum
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More detail on preparing the Plan

• Step A: Getting started - setting up – defining area of 
designation – normally parish boundary

• Step B: Gathering and preparing an evidence base –
hard facts and opinions to identify issues

• Step C: Developing a vision and objectives

• Step D: Generating and testing solutions

• Step E: Formal draft of proposals for  consultation 
within the community

• Step F: Finalising the Plan and submission to the Local 
Planning Authority for its consultation stage

• Step G: If passed, Neighbourhood Plan is ‘made’ as a 
legal document 
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Step A - Getting started - setting up

• Decision to undertake NDP – Parish Council

• Deciding on and application of area for designation - ‘designated area’

• Recruit volunteers – initial steering group

• Terms of Reference

• Conflict of Interest

• Communications Strategy – EU reg’s 

• First Community consultation – what do you know now? Survey and 
questionnaire’s

• Theme issues

• Project Plan

• Budget

• Grant application

• Deciding on chair, who will take minutes

• Website, FaceBook page etc
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Step B: Gathering and preparing an evidence 
base – hard facts and opinions to identify issues

•What do we mean by evidence? Examples:-

•Statistics – Census 2011, ‘INFORM’ Gloucestershire

• ‘GCER’ http://www.gcer.co.uk/ Gloucestershire 
Centre for Environmental Records – creating maps 
for green spaces, wildlife areas

•Photographs

•Maps – see the map as you came in this evening

•Environment Agency, Natural England

• Local Planning Authority – SDC

•Community consultation – household survey, public 
meetings
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Step C: Developing a vision and 
objectives

• Examples of a Vision

“In 20 years’ time, X parish will continue to retain its position as the 
prime market town serving the south of X District, capitalising on its 
rich landscape and its location on the Cotswold Way. It will be a strong 
community and a place where people of all ages choose to live and 
work in a safe and accessible environment.  It will be a place where 
wildlife thrives and the natural environment and green spaces can be 
enjoyed by residents and visitors.”

“The people of X wish it to be a service centre in its own right, with a 
town centre, services and facilities that support its population and 
which are easily accessible by foot and cycle. Growth will be 
employment led and any new development will be integrated into the 
existing community. X will retain its countryside setting with access to 
the countryside enhanced for all residents.” 
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Step D: Generating and testing 
solutions

•Should have completed a degree of evidence 
gathering 
•What do we know now?
•Generates draft vision, objectives and 
policies
•Community Consultation on vision and 
objectives, draft policies
•Steering group will need to incorporate 
comments and adjust
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Step E: Formal draft of proposals for  
consultation within the community

•Draft NDP

•Allow time for comments – 6 weeks

•Send to partner organisations such as Environment 
Agency for example

•Record all comments

•Adjust draft accordingly ready for submission

•Consider ‘health check’

•Additional specialist surveys
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Examples of NDP Policies
• New development will include or contribute to the provision of 

recreational open space in line with standards set out by X Council

• New developments will be encouraged to create publicly accessible 
links from development sites to the wider footpath network/ green 
spaces to address gaps in the network and to improve existing 
provision

• Housing developments will be of size and scale to minimise the 
impact on the character of the village

• Proposals for the redevelopment or change of use of land or 
buildings in employment or service trade use to non-employment 
uses will not be permitted unless the existing use can be shown to be 
no longer viable. Evidence should be provided by the developer that 
the site has been actively marketed for a minimum of 12 months and 
that no sale or let has been achieved.
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Neighbourhood Development Plans

• Step F: Finalising the Plan and submission to the Local 
Planning Authority for its consultation stage

• Local Planning Authority pays for the referendum and 
organises this

• Majority of those that vote (over 18) NDP is formed
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Neighbourhood Development Plans

•*Mixture of evidence and community 
consultation

•Have to have an audit trail 

•Will need professional planners to help

•Will need specialist help for e.g. wildlife 
habitat surveys, strategic environmental 
assessment

•Average cost nationally £11-£12k but can 
cost less or more
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Neighbourhood Development Plans
• Government appointed ‘Locality’ to help steer NDP’s

• *Grant source ‘Locality’ - £9k but currently deadline of end 
of this year for the spend 

• Good resource’s available *

• NDP’s already in the county

• Lechlade – CDC

• Stroud Town, Whiteshill & Ruscombe, Eastington – SDC

• Lydney – FOD

• Highnam and Winchcombe and Sudeley – TBC

• Many more on tale end of process

• NDP champion from Lechlade NDP
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Concerns Benefits

Time and cost to produce ‘Teeth’ for communities

Skills, knowledge and 

capacity

Potential determination of  

development  (but not 

prevention)

Support available- impartial Local knowledge guiding 

development 

Creating tensions in the 

community

NDP funding made available 

to local authorities and 

communities by national 

government 

What if the referendum result 

is ‘no’?

Additional CIL funding 

available for communities

What if we get it wrong? Vital villages and parishes
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Community Design Statement

•Document prepared by the community which 
describes the distinctive character of your 
community. It gives the context to manage change 
in land-use. 

• Its focus is on how development might harmonise 
locally, not whether development will happen.

• identifies the character of your place and how you 
feel about it on the ground eg landscape setting, 
settlement layout and nature of buildings

•gives design principles which fit in with that 
character
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What can a CDS be used for?

•people find out about their own place and how it is 
made up

• to give guidance against which planning 
applications can be considered

• to influence the emerging Local Plan 

• to give guidance for any development at pre-
application discussion

•Known as ‘Supplementary Planning Document’



On the ground

Landscape setting



On the ground

Settlement form



On the ground

Buildings



Parish Plans

•General plan covering a wide variety of issues

•Used to be used in consideration of strategic 
planning

•Not a planning document

•Extremely useful for levering grants for projects

•Process similar

•Steering group of volunteers

•Community consultation

•Cost associated
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Over to you …. What kind of place could *** 
be in 20 years’ time?

Strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats

Themes:
• Roads, traffic and transport

• Services and facilities

• Employment

• Housing

• Environment 

•What are the issues and challenges to be 
addressed? 
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What next? Steering group

•Set the timetable

•Plan use of the budget

•Co-ordinate community consultation activities.

•Gather additional evidence

•Use evidence collected, including that from 
consultations, to prioritise and develop a plan

•Oversee the drafting and finalising of the NDP
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